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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents background, research question, research objective, research significance, and research scope.

A. Background

As social creatures, people need to interact with each other. As a function, language is a system to communicate or interact with other people. Finocchiaro in Baddulu (2009: 1) says that language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol which permits all people in a given culture or other people who have learned the system of that culture to communicate or to interact. According to A. A. Hill (1958: 9) language is the primary and most highly elaborated form of human symbolic activity. The study of language is linguistics. Lado (1964: 18) states that linguistics is the science that describes and classifies languages. There are many subjects of study in linguistics such as phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. But in this case, the researcher is interested in learning more about meaning of language. So that the researcher has to learn and focus on semantics.

Lyons (1979: 1) defines semantics as the study of meaning. As underlined by Saeed (2009: 191), semantics is the study of meaning of word and sentences. Yule (2010: 127) says that semantics is a branch of linguistics which concerns with meaning in words, phrases, and sentences. Moreover, Palmer (1976: 1) states that
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents background, research question, research objective, research significance, and research scope.

A. Background

As social creatures, people need to interact with each other. As a function, language is a system to communicate or interact with other people. Finocchiaro in Baddulu (2009: 1) says that language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol which permits all people in a given culture or other people who have learned the system of that culture to communicate or to interact. According to A. A. Hill (1958: 9) language is the primary and most highly elaborated form of human symbolic activity.

The study of language is linguistics. Lado (1964: 18) states that linguistics is the science that describes and classifies languages. There are many subjects of study in linguistics such as phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. But in this case, the researcher is interested in learning more about meaning of language. So that the researcher has to learn and focus on semantics.

Lyons (1979: 1) defines semantics as the study of meaning. As underlined by Saeed (2009: 191), semantics is the study of meaning of word and sentences. Yule (2010: 127) says that semantics is a branch of linguistics which concerns with meaning in words, phrases, and sentences. Moreover, Palmer (1976: 1) states that
semantics is the technical term used to refer to the study of meaning. In conclusion, semantics is the study of meaning in word, phrases, and sentences to understand texts.

There are seven types of meaning by Geoffrey Leech if people want to interpret text, they are denotative, connotative, stylistics, affective, reflected, collocative and thematic meaning. However, this research focuses on analyzing the text of Doang-doangang (old poetry) containing connotative and denotative meaning. According to Brinton (2000:132) words have literal or referential meanings (denotation) but also evoke feelings, attitudes, or opinions (connotations). According to Goddard (1998: 21) denotation is the literal, dictionary definition of a word. Connotative meaning is shifting an idiosyncratic, assocuation, which a word may have for some speakers but not other (as supposed to the fixed and generally accepted meaning of a word). Connotation plays an important role in language such as in poetry. Indeed, these various connotations may be so powerful that they totally replace the denotative meaning. This research utilizes script of Doang-Doangang to collect the data containing denotative and connotative meaning.

Doangang is something which is called as Pray or mantra in Indonesia Literature. Doangang is one of literary works of Makassar that converses from oral literature to written literature. In the past, literary works existed from mouth to mouth and people defined it as oral literature. But now as modern era, almost all of the literary works in the past become written literature. Oral and written literature give contributions to get information about what happened in the past and show the
literary works in the past. Doangang mostly conveys messages to the reader about the important thing. If people want to do something they have to remember Allah and begin it by praying. The most important thing is if people understand the meaning of pray, they will be able to know the purposes, benefits and what they actually read. And people also can feel the power of pray, such as calmness, safety, comfort, and not afraid of everything because Allah always listens to every people who remember him. Based on Qur’an Surah Al-Mu’min (verse 60) says that :

وَقَالَ رَبُّكَمُ اذْعَرُونَا أَسْتَجِبْ لَكُمُ اللَّهُ وَهُوَ الْعَزِيزُ الْقَهَيمُ

Translation of the Qur’an:

And your Rabb says: "Call on Me, I will answer your prayers. Surely those who are too arrogant to worship Me shall soon enter hell in humiliation."

From all of the explanations above, there are some reasons why the researcher chooses the title. First, because the researcher wants to know deeply about region literature through doang-doangang of Makassar. Second, there are many problems in Doang-doangang scripts of Makassar especially about the meaning. The researcher, however, is really interested in learning about semantics. There are many kinds of
Doangang, but the researcher just selects five scripts of Doangang that are relevant with the theory.

B. Research Question

Based on the background, the researcher has attempted to raise two research questions, they are:

1. What are connotative and denotative meanings in Doang-doangang of Makassar?
2. Why do they recite Doang-doangang in Makassar language?

C. Research Objective

1. To describe connotative and denotative meaning included in Doang-doangang of Makassar.
2. To show the reasons why the users of Doangang recite Doang-doangang in Makassar language.

D. Research Significance

The result of this research is expected to give contribution theoretically and practically.

Theoretically, the findings of this study are hoped to give contribution or additional source about semantics especially connotative and denotative meaning in poetry.
Practically, the result of this research is expected to be useful for students of English and Literature Department in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar as a literary reference which assists them to understand and appreciate works of linguistics, especially in connotative and denotative meaning.

E. Research Scope

This research focuses on analyzing the connotative and denotative meaning in only five Doang-Doangang scripts of Makassar by using Wardhaugh’s theory for connotative and Geoffrey Leech’s theory for denotative.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Findings

In this chapter, the researcher presents three previous studies that are relevant with this research. The first is Muhajir (2011) with his thesis “An Analysis of “Angngaru Ceremony” of Gowa Society, South Sulawesi (Semantic Approach)”. He used descriptive qualitative method to analyze the thesis. After he researched and observed the script of Aru, he find several conclusions, they are; 1) the script of Aru contained five types of meaning according to Geoffrey Leech’s theory, they were Connotative, Social, Affective, Reflected, and Thematic Meaning. 2) The use or the role of Aru was script in the past and present had much changed. In the past, Aru is utter by servants and soldiers to the king as a respect and it was also believe to decrease the war and kingdom. Last, Aru is uses as the ceremonial tradition to respect the honorable guests in certain events.

The second study comes from Abidarda (2010) with his title “A Connotative Meaning Analysis on the Word Child in Five Lyrics of Song”. This research discuss about connotative meaning of word child in five lyrics of songs. The data are taken from five lyrics of the songs released in the year between 1980”s to early 1990”s, which was the time when the cold war still happening. To analyze connotative meaning of word child, the writer uses semiotic theory of Roland Barthes. From these
Based on the explanation above, it can be inferred that connotative and denotative meaning can find in every kinds of literary work, especially in poetry. Literary work has been created by author to convey their massage to the world and also connotative meaning can be used to analyze the real meaning in literary work by using different theories. Therefore, the listener or reader can understand, about the massage and the real meaning.

From three previous study, this research has similarity and difference from those researchers. The similarity of these research is study about connotative and denotative in the literary work. The differences between three previous study with this research are this research will analyze the couplet of the poetry by using connotative meaning by Wardhaugh and denotative meaning by Leech. The researcher focus on analyzing 5 doangang and explore the connotative and denotative meaning in the old poetry.

B. Conceptual Framework

1. Semantics

There are many definitions of semantics. It comes from linguists. Every linguist has their own concept and principal about semantics itself. According to Crystal in Baddulu (2009:71), semantics is a major branch of linguistics devoted to the study of meaning in language. Crystal states that this term is also used in philosophy and logic, but not with the same range of meaning or emphasis as in

lyrics, he found different connotative meaning of word child from each lyric. The word child in the lyrics *when the children cry* is uses by white lion to connote “*the new way to govern*”. Michael, learns to Rock group band uses the word child in the lyric *Sleeping Child* which is uses to connote “innocent and Pureness”. Cranberries group band uses the word child in his lyric *War Child* to connote “Tool and Slave of the Government”. Billy Joe uses the word child in his lyric Leningrad to connote “the sacrifice and victim”. Bob Dylan uses the word child in his lyrics Russian to connote “weakness”. In this study the authors analyze only the word child in five lyrics by using Roland Barthes theory.

The third study comes from Armawansyah (2016) with his title “*An analysis of connotative meanings in selected Maher Zayn’s songs lyric*”. He used qualitative method to analyze the corpus to describe about connotative meaning on the Maher Zain song lyrics: *Forgive Me, Hold My Hand, Thank You Allah, Palestine will Be Free* and *My Little Girl*. Then, he find that denotative meaning lies on almost every song’s lyric of Maher Zain, but the connotative meaning only lies fourteen words in the five song’s lyrics of Maher Zain, which is the main data of this study. There are three kinds of connotative meaning found there; six positive connotation, four neutral connotation, and four negative connotation. Thus, the most connotative meaning are uses in the data are positive connotation. Positive connotation makes the meaning of the words more encouraging to the listener.
Based on the explanation above, it can be inferred that connotative and denotative meaning can find in every kinds of literary work, especially in poetry. Literary work has been created by author to convey their massage to the world and also connotative meaning can be used to analyze the real meaning in literary work by using different theories. Therefore, the listener or reader can understand, about the massage and the real meaning.

From three previous study, this research has similarity and difference from those researchers. The similarity of these research is study about connotative and denotative in the literary work. The differences between three previous study with this research are this research will analyze the couplet of the poetry by using connotative meaning by Wardhaugh and denotative meaning by Leech. The researcher focus on analyzing 5 doangang and explore the connotative and denotative meaning in the old poetry.

B. Conceptual Framework

1. Semantics

There are many definitions of semantics. It comes from linguists. Every linguist has their own concept and principal about semantics itself. According to Crystal in Baddulu (2009:71), semantics is a major branch of linguistics devoted to the study of meaning in language. Crystal states that this term is also used in philosophy and logic, but not with the same range of meaning or emphasis as in
linguistics. On the other hand, logical or pure semantics is the study of the meaning of expressions in terms of logical system of analysis, or calculi, and thus more skin to formal logic or mathematics than linguistics.

The linguists who have critical contribution to semantics are Saeed, Lyons, Palmer, Kempson, Yule, and so on. One of them, Lyons states that semantics is generally is defined as the study of meanings. As underlined by Saeed, semantics is the study of meaning of word and sentences. Yule says that semantics is branch of linguistics which concerns with meaning in words, phrases, and sentences. Moreover, Palmer states that semantics is the technical term used to refer to the study of meaning. In other words, semantic is the study of meaning in word, phrases, and sentences to understand the text. Based on that perception about semantic related to internal meaning focuses on the meaning of the text.

In linguistics, semantics is the subfield that is devoted to the study of meaning, as borne on the syntactic levels of words, phrases, sentences, and even larger units of discourse (referred to as texts). As with any empirical science, semantics involves the interplay of concrete data with theoretical concepts. Traditionally, Semantics has included the study of connotative sense and denotative reference, truth conditions, argument structure, thematic roles, discourse analysis, and the linkage of all of these to syntax. The decomposition perspective towards meaning holds that the meaning of words can be analyzed by defining meaning atoms or primitives, which establish a language of thought. An area of study is the meaning of
compound; another is the study of relations between different linguistic expressions (homonymy, synonymy, antonym, polysemy, hyponymy etc).

2. Types of Meaning

A word is the smallest unit of spoken language which has meaning and can stand alone, it is a written representation of one or more sounds which can be spoken to represent an idea, object, action, etc. in order to be understood by the people, a word must have a meaning.

Most words have more than one meaning, it is the characteristic of words that a single word may have several meaning, words may play an enormous part in our life. Words are used to express something and also conveys feelings about we are describing. Words are used not in isolation but related to human situation. It is through our experience with them in human situation that they take on meaning.

If people talk about words, people cannot avoid talking about the study of meaning (semantics). The meaning of word is often complex, having such component as a picture, an idea, a quality, a relationship and personal feelings and association. Lyons in Palmer (1981:40-41) suggested that people should draw a distinction between sentence meaning and utterance meaning, the sentence meaning being directly predictable from the grammatical and lexical features of the sentence, while utterance meaning includes all the various types of meaning. Lyons states that,
utterance meaning is the part of meaning of a sentence that is directly related to grammatical and lexical features, but is obtained either from associated prosodic and paralinguistic features or from the content, linguistic and non-linguistic. Geoffrey Leech in his ‘Semantic- A Study of meaning’ (1974) breaks down meaning into seven types or ingredients giving primacy to conceptual meaning. The seven types of meaning are as follows:

a. Denotative Meaning

Denotative meaning is sometimes called conceptual meaning or cognitive meaning, it is widely assumed to be the central factor in linguistic communication. Larson noted that denotative meaning is also called as primary meaning, that is the meaning suggested by the word when it used alone. It is the first meaning or usage which a word will suggest to most people when the word is said in isolation. it is the meaning learned early in life and likely to have reference to a physical situation (Larson, 1984: 100)

The denotation of word is its agreed-upon sense-what it refers to, stands for, or designates, a part from the feeling it may call up, and this again is able for a good deal on the context the words that appears in. It is said that the aim of denotative meaning is to provide, for any given interpretation of a sentence, a configuration of abstract symbols, in which shows exactly what we need to know if we are to distinguish that meaning from all other possible sentence meaning in the language.
Leech says that Conceptual meaning is also called as logical or cognitive meaning. It is the basic propositional meaning which corresponds to the primary dictionary definition. Such a meaning is stylistically neutral and objective as opposed to other kinds of associative meanings. Conceptual Meanings is the essential or core meaning while other six types are the peripheral. It is peripheral in as sense that it is non-essential. They are stylistically marked and subjective kind of meanings. Leech gives primacy to conceptual meaning because it has sophisticated organization based on the principle of contractiveness and structure.

E.g.

/P/ can be described as- voiceless + bilabial + plosive.

Similarly

Boy = + human + male-adult.

The structure of ‘Boy’ = + Human + Male-Adult

Or “Boy” = Human – Male/Female-adult in a rough way.

Conceptual meaning is the literal meaning of the word indicating the idea or concept to which it refers. The concept is minimal unit of meaning which could be called ‘sememe’. As we define phoneme on the basis of binary contrast, similarly we can define sememe ‘Woman’ as = + human + female + adult. If any of these attribute changes the concept cease to be the same.
Conceptual meaning deals with the core meaning of expression. It is the denotative or literal meaning. It is essential for the functioning of language. For example, a part of the conceptual meaning of ‘Needle’ may be “thin”, “sharp” or “instrument”.

Yule (1985: 92) said that denotative or conceptual meaning cover basic, essential components of meaning which are conveyed by literal usage of word. Some basic components of a word like needle might include 'thin, sharp, steel, instrument' these component of a word be a part of the referential meaning of needle. However, it has an association or connotative meaning to this word which lead us to think of 'painful'. It is widely assumed to be the central factor in linguistics communication. Another example is the word "cat, its denotative meaning (how the dictionary define "cat") is: a carnivorous mammal, domesticated as a rat catcher or pet."but in connotative meaning, it depends, if we like cat, the word "cat" may suggest graceful motion, affectionate playful less, and noble reserved and admirable self sufficiency. The meaning of word is primarily what it refers to real world, its denotation: this is often the kinds of definition that is given in dictionary.

Raeske (1966: 31) states that denotation has reference only to what is conventionally understood by word. The denotative meanings of a word is thus void of any emotional or subjective overtones, when examining any word: a critic should differentiate between its denotative and its connotative meanings.
The aim of conceptual meaning is to provide an appropriate semantic representation to a sentence or statement. A sentence is made of abstract symbols. Conceptual meaning helps us to distinguish one meaning from the meaning of other sentences. Thus, conceptual meaning is an essential part of language. A language essentially depends on conceptual meaning for communication. The conceptual meaning is the base for all the other types of meaning.

b. Connotative Meaning

According to Leech (1974: 40-41) connotative meaning is the communicative value an expression has by virtue of what it refers to, over and above its purely conceptual content. It will be clear if people are talking about connotation, we are in fact talking about the “real word experience”. It is something that goes beyond mere referent of a word and hints at its attributes in the real world. It is something more than the dictionary meaning. Someone associates with an expression when someone uses and hears it. The fact that if people compare connotative meaning with denotative meaning is that connotations are relatively unstable; that is they vary considerably they have seen, according to culture, historical period, and the experience of the individual. Although all the speaker of particular language speaks the language exactly the same conceptual framework, actually each of them has individual perception of words. Connotative meaning is indeterminated and opened in the same way as our knowledge and belief about the universe are opened-ended.
Connotations play a major role in the language of literature, of politics, of advertising, and a greeting card.

Wardhaugh (1977: 159) states that connotative meaning uses words to add further complications to any theorizing about meanings, particularly their uses in metaphoric and poetic language. Any understanding of connotation, metaphor and poetic language must be based on an understanding of what may be called the "normal use of language." Connotation is more complicated than denotation, the other important thing whenever people are talking about connotations is that the involvement of affective and emotive in their mind. Connotation meaning can also happen in a sentence: usually people can know the real meaning of the sentence by looking at the context. Connotative meaning is more difficult than denotative meaning, for example: "please give him envelope, to make his business easier". The "envelope" has connotative meaning and it means money or to bribe. In that sentence the word envelope is not real meaning but has another meaning and sometimes has relation with characters and sense of thing, so meaning is defined by environment.

Raeske (1966: 29) also describes that connotation is one of the various implication or association that a word carries. A poet uses the connotation of word to his own purpose and advantages. It means that poets want to give good ideas to the reader. Connotative meaning is the communicative value an expression which is had by virtue of what it refers to, over and above its purely conceptual content and its meaning can embrace, the putative properties of the referent due to the view point
adopted by an individual or a group of people or a whole society. In confirmation of
the feeling that connotative is somehow incidental to language rather than essential
part of it, people may notice that connotative meaning is not specific to language, but
it is shamed by other communicative system, such as visual art and music. It will be
clear that talking about connotation, in fact talking about the 'real world' experience
one associates with an expression when uses or hears it.

Goddard (1998: 21) states that connotative is shifting and idiomsyntactic
association, which a word may have for some speakers but not other (as opposed to
the fixed and generally accepted meaning of word). According to Keraf in Nugroho
(2007 :10), connotation can be called emotive meaning or evaluative meaning.
Connotative meaning is kind of meaning whose response has emotional values and
plays an important role in language of song. The collection of felling association
which is brought together in word acquired from the setting, is called connotation.
Connotative is relatively unstable, then vary considerably as people have seen,
according to culture, historical period and the individual experience.

c. Stylistic Meaning

Stylistic meaning is that which a piece of language conveys about the
circumstances of its use. A recent account of English has recognized some main
dimensions of stylistic variation. For instance:

1. They Chucked a stone at the cops, and then did a bunk with the loot.

2. After casting a stone at the police, they absconded with the money.
Sentence (1) could be said by the two criminals, talking casually about the crime afterwards; sentence (2) might be said by the chief of the police in making the official report; both could describe the same happening (Leech, 1974: 15).

d. Affective Meaning

Affective meaning is a sort of meaning which an effect the personal feeling of speakers, including his/her attitude to the listener, or his/her attitude to something that he/she talks about. In order to get people attention to be quiet, we might say either (1) "I’m terribly sorry to interrupt, but I wonder if you would be so kind as to lower your voice as a little" or (2) “Will you belt up”. Factors such as intonation and voice timbre are also important here. The impression of politeness in the sentence (1) can be reserved by tone of biting sarcasm; sentence (2) can be turned into a playful remark between intimates if it is delivered with the intonation of a mild request.

e. Reflected Meaning

Reflected meaning involves an interconnection on the lexical level of language, it is the meaning, which arises in case of multiple conceptual meaning, when one senses of word forms part of our response to another sense. For instance, on hearing the Church service, the synonymous expressions The Comforter and The Holy Ghost both refer to the Third Trinity, but the Comforter sounds warm and comforting, while the Holy Ghost sounds awesome.

f. Collocative Meaning
Collocative meaning consists of the associations word which acquire on account of the meanings of the words, and tend to occur in its environment. For instance the words pretty and handsome share common ground in the meaning of good looking. But it may be distinguished by the range of noun in which they are like to occur or collocate; Pretty woman and handsome man. The ranges may be well matched although they suggest a different kind of attractiveness of the adjectives.

**g. Thematic Meaning**

This is the final category of meaning, thematic meaning is the meaning that is communicated by the way in which the speaker or writer organizes the message, in terms of ordering, focus, and emphasis. It is often felt an active sentence such as (1) below has a different meaning from its passive equivalent (2) although in conceptual content they seem to be the same (Leech. 1974: 19).

1. Mrs. Bessie Smith donated the first prize.
2. The first prize was donated by Mrs. Bessie Smith

It is assumed that the active sentence answers an implicit question “what did Mrs. Bessie Smith donate?”, while the passive sentence answers the implicit question “who donates the first prize?”, that in other words (1) in contrast to see (2) suggest that readers or hearers know who Mrs. Bessie Smith is.

**3. Culture**

Culture has many definitions, and it affects everything that people do in their society because of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns of
behavior. According to Hall (1976:16) culture is not genetically inherited, and cannot
exist on its own, but it is always shared by members of a society. Hofstede (1980:21-
23) defines culture as “the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes
the members of one group from another”, which is passed from generation to
generation, it is changing all the time because each generation adds something of its
own before passing it on. It is usual that one culture is taken for granted and assumed
to be correct because it is the only one, or at least the first, to be learned.

Kroeber & Kluckhohn in Adler (1997) say that culture consists of patterns,
explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted by symbols,
constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups, including their
embodiment in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i.e.
historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture
systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other, as
conditional elements of future action.

T.Schwartz in Avruch (1998) says that culture consists of the derivatives of
experience, more or less organized, learned or created by the individuals of a
population, including those images or enodement and their interpretations
(meanings) transmitted from past generations, from contemporaries, or formed by
individuals themselves.

Edward Tylor in *Primitive Culture* (1870), refers to a quality possessed by all
people in all social groups, who nevertheless can be arrayed on a development
(evolutionary) continuum (in Lewis Henry Morgan’s scheme) from “savagery” through “barbarism” to “civilization”. It is worth quoting Tylor’s definition in its entirety; first because it becomes the foundational one for anthropology; and second because it partly explains why Kroeber and Kluckhohn found definitional fecundity by the early 1950s. Tylor’s definition of culture is “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society”.

Matsumoto (1996) defines culture as the set of attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors shared by a group of people, but different for each individual, communicated from one generation to the next.

Spencer and Oatey (2008) say that culture is a fuzzy set of basic assumptions and values, orientations to life, beliefs, policies, procedures and behavior conventions that are shared by a group of people, and that influence (but do not determine) each member’s behavior and his/her interpretations of the ‘meaning’ of other people’s behavior.

4. Doang-Doangang

Doangang, one of old poems in Makassar literary work, has similar meaning with mantra in Indonesia literature. Doangang word implies a request, demand or expectation. Doangang is very different from other genres because Doangang considers to have blessing and contains supernatural or occults power when the users believe in it. Therefore, almost all Makassar society activities in the past were
preceded by reading doangang and hoped that they could survive in the world hereafter.

Users of Doangang should pay attention to several requirements in order Doangang which is read by the users gets a blessing from God, should not boast or brag. Prayer is not mentioned at any time and place, to be sure that the prayer offers that doangang has supernatural power, and it is used for the purpose of self-defense and helping people.

Doangang is generally given to people who wander to the land or those who work far from home. Doangang is given by traditional elders, shamans or previous figures in Makassar society. At the past, doangang is oral literary but now almost all oral literary works in Makassar become written literature such as Aru, sinrilik, pakkibunting, kelong-kelong, which are known as old poetry by people nowadays.

5. Text of Doang-Doangang

1. Doangang Pabongka Setang
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim
Kau setang kau longgak
Palik-palili kalennu
Lammaloi yuikkung yuikkung
Yuikkung bajak tauwa
Bajak bassia
Panggala-gala buttaya
Hu, kunfayakun

**Translation:**

Dengan nama Allah yang Mahapengasih lagi Mahapenyayang
Engkau setan kau yang tinggi
Singkirkan dirimu
Akan lewat yuukung
Yuukung Baja manusia
Baja besi
Penguat tanah
Hu, Jadilah maka jadilah

**In English:**

In the name of Allah, the most gracious and most merciful

You are devil, you are tall

Remove your body

Yuukung will through

Yuukung is armor of human

Armor of iron

Lasing of land
Hu, be, and it is.

2. Doangang Punna La Naungko Ri Butta

I kau Butta kuonjo'
Palewanga' Tallasakku
Eranga' mange
Ri Kaminang Mate'nea

**Translation:**
Wahai tanah yang aku injak
Luruskanlah jalan hidupku
Bawalah aku
ketempat yang paling baik

**In English:**
Oh! the land that I tread
Straighten my way of life
Bring me to the best place

3. Doangang Punna Lattinro

Kupantinromi tubuku
kukalimbu' sahada'ku

Patampulo malaeka'

Anjagaia' i lalang tinro

Saba' Allahu Ta'ala

Translation:

Saya sudah menidurkan tubuh saya

Dengan berselimut syahadat

Empat puluh malaikat

Yang menjagaku didalam tidur

Karena Allah semata

In English:

I have falled down my body

Covered with syahadat

Fourty of angles

Who keep me in slumber

Only because Allah SWT

4. Doangang Punna Ambangung Tinro
Kukangkangmi anne linoa

Kupasapu ri rupangku

Kuerang kale

Butta salama' kuonjo'

Lanri Allahu Ta'ala

Translation:

Dunia ini telah kugenggam

Kuusapkan keseluruh tubuhku

kubawa diriku

Menginjak tanah yang selamat

Karena Allah semata

In English:

I have held this world

I wipe to my whole body

I bring myself

Tread the safe land

Only because Allah SWT
CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents research methodology which includes research method, data source, research instrument, data collection procedure, and data analysis technique.

A. Research Method

The researcher used descriptive qualitative method to describe script of doang-doangang. According to Bodgan and Tailor in Melong (2000: 3), qualitative method is a research procedure which results in descriptive data including written and oral words from the object of the study whether it is from society or books. This method aimed to describe the connotative and denotative meaning in doang-doangang of Makassar. The researcher applied the method to explore and describe the real meaning and message in doang-doangang.

B. Data Source

There are five Doang-doangang that the researcher analyzed. They are Doangang pabongka setang, Doangang punna la naungko a'butta, Doangang punna lattinro, Doangang ambangung tinro, and the last is Doangang parampa' nassu.

The data were taken from journal, blog of literary lovers and some were taken from the script of Doang-Doangang. Beside that, this study is supported from other

5. Doangang Parampa' Nassu

Limbu'bu'jintu pa'mai'nū

Bombangjintu nassunu

Kulappa' na kuonjokang

Tamammoterang

Translation:

Perasaanmu itu hanya debu
Marahmu hanya ombak
Akan kulipat dan kuinjak
Sampai tidak kembali

In English:

Your feeling is just dust
Your madness is just wave
I will fold and tread
Until it does not comeback
CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents research methodology which includes research method, data source, research Instrument, data collection procedure, and data analysis technique.

A. Research Method

The researcher used descriptive qualitative method to describe script of doang-doangang. According to Bodgan and Tailor in Melong (2000: 3), qualitative method is a research procedure which results in descriptive data including written and oral words from the object of the study whether it is from society or books. This method aimed to describe the connotative and denotative meaning in doang-doangang of Makassar. The researcher applied the method to explore and describe the real meaning and massage in doang- doangang.

B. Data Source

There are five Doang-doangang that the researcher analyzed. They are Doangang pabongka setang, Doangang punna la naungko a’butta, Doangang punna lattinro, Doangang ambangung tinro, and the last is Doangang parampa’ nassu.

The data were taken from journal, blog of literary lovers and some were taken from the script of Doang-Doangang. Beside that, this study is supported from other
sources, such as society of Makassar region who still use Doangang to complete the data. The respondents, however, are public figures, or society in Takalar and expert of Makassar language.

C. Research Instrument

The instruments of this research are observation and interview. Marshall and Rossman (1989: 79) define observation as the systematic description of events, behaviors, and artifacts in the social setting chosen for study. Boyce and Neale (2006: 3) state that interviews can be defined as a qualitative research technique which involves conducting intensive individual interviews with a small number of respondents to explore their perspectives on a particular idea, program or situation. To make this study clear, the researcher documented the interview and observation was done by using camera and tape recorder to get the valid data.

D. Data Collection Procedure

The writer collected data in the following procedures:

1. The researcher observed people who still use doang-doangang.
2. The researcher interviewed people who still use doang-doangang and one Makassar Language expert.
3. The research read the scripts of doang-doangang of Makassar.
4. The research analyzed the scripts of doang-doang which concern connotative and denotative meaning.
E. Data Analysis Technique

The data were analyzed based on the definition of qualitative descriptive method. The scripts of Doang-doangang were analyzed from each couplet and word. Then, each couplet and word in Doang-doangang were classified as connotative or denotative meaning.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents two sections, they are findings and discussion of the research. The findings are presented as data description, and the data discussion reveals some arguments and further interpretation.

A. Findings

In this chapter, the findings consist of two parts. They are findings about kinds of connotative and denotative meaning in five scripts of Doang-doangang and the reason of users doangang about why they recite doangang in Makassar language.

1. Kinds of Connotative and Denotative Meaning in Five Scripts of Doang-doangang

After doing research in Takalar, the researcher finds some words that have connotative and denotative meaning in text of Doang-doangan by interviewing six persons and an expert as the respondents of this research. The researcher represents the findings as in the following data:

Datum 1: Setang or Satan

In denotative meaning, based on Oxford learner’s pocket dictionary, satan is person who behaves badly. While in connotative meaning, based on society in Takalar and an expert of Makassar language through interviewing, says that Setang or satan is creature that has characteristics are againsts, greedy and evil.
Datum 2: Longgak or High

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that high is measuring a long distance from the bottom to the top. While in connotative meaning, respondents says that high is characteristic of arrogant and Longgak is one of Ghosts in Makassar.

Datum 3: Yukkung

In denotative meaning, based on dictionary, there is no explanation about what actually yukkung is. Because Yukkung is a name of creature in Makassar with agreement by their own ethnic. The users of doangang describe that Yukkung is creature who has characteristic invisible, heroic, and people of makassar believe that Yukkung is custodian for them.

Datum 4: Bajak or Armour

In denotative meaning based on dictionary, armour is protective metal covering for the body in battle. While in conotative meaning, resondents say that bajak has characteristics, hard, strong and protector in battle.

Datum 5: Bassi or Iron

Based on dictionary definition, denotative meaning of iron is hard, strong metal, used in manufacturing and building. While connotative meaning of iron, based on respondents, bassi or iron is something that is like bridge to protect humans and also as gate for armour.

Datum 6: Panggala or Custodian
In denotative meaning, based on dictionary that *custodian* define as person who is in charge of something. While connotative meaning of *custodian* or *panggala*, is hedge of human that is used for covering and protecting human.

**Datum 7: Butta or Land**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes *Land* is solid dry part of the earth’s surface and area of ground used for farming. While the connotative meaning, experts of Makassar language describe that *butta* is a place that has fertile where people can plant on it.

**Datum 8: Palewanga’ or straighten**

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that *straighten* is making something or becoming level, tidy, etc. While connotative meaning of *palewanga’* or *straighten* is described as right, steady and position straight or balance.

**Datum 9: Te’ne or Sweet**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes that *sweet* is tasting like sugar. While connotative meaning, respondents say that *te’ne* or *sweet* is something which is good, best, better, nice and also pleasant for us.

**Datum 10: Tallaša’ or Life**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes *life* as ability to breathe, grow, and reproduce. While connotative meaning, expert says that *talassa’* is our destiny such as in this world, money and wealth is our life.

**Datum 11: Patinro or Lie/Lay**
In denotative meaning, dictionary describes that *lie* is person or animal putting themselves in flat or horizontal position so that they are not standing or sitting. While connotative meaning, experts say that *patinro* or *lie* is the situation of person who is resting or relaxing in a flat thing such as bed, sofa or chair.

**Datum 12: Kalimbu’ or Cover**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes *cover* as a thing that is put over or on another thing, usually to protect or to decorate. While connotative meaning, experts describe that *kalimbu’* is cloth or something that gives warmth and protects the user.

**Datum 13: Sahada’ or Confession**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes *confession* as a statement admitting that you have done something wrong or telling of your sins to a priest. While connotative meaning, experts state that *sahada’* is an agreement with Allah (lord) in Islam religion, and *sahada’* is something that has to be trusted by Muslims.

**Datum 14: Patampulo or Fourty**

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that *fourty* is number for 40. While connotative meaning, experts say that *patampulo’* is number that was born from four elements of the world, they are land, fire, air and water.

**Datum 15: Tinro or Sleep**
In denotative meaning, dictionary describes that *sleep* is resting with your eyes closed and your mind and body not active. While connotative meaning, experts say that *tinro* is the condition when people are resting and unconscious. People of makassar also mention *tinro* as flip-flop.

**Datum 16: Kangkang or Clutch**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes that clutch as holding something tightly, especially with the hands. While connotative meaning, experts describe that *kangkang* is a strength that has confident feel and as motivation for itself.

**Datum 17: Pasapu or Wipe**

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that *wipe* is rubbing a surface with a cloth, hands, etc. While connotative meaning, experts define *pasapu* is something that you want to clean and as fortunately for people.

**Datum 18: Rupa or Face**

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes, *face* as front part of the head. While connotative meaning, experts say that *rupa* is our form, especially in our body.
Datum 19: Salama’ or Pleasant

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines pleasant as enjoyable, pleasing or attractive. While connotative meaning, experts define salama’ is condition of people feeling is safe, happy and blessed.

Datum 20: Onjo’ or Tread

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines tread is putting your foot down while stepping or walking. While connotative meaning, experts define based on the script doangang that onjo’ is situation when people are arrive or finish in place or done a work.

Datum 21: Limbu’bu or Dust

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes, dust as fine dry powder of earth or other matter. While connotative meaning, experts describe limbu’bu as weak, small and minority character.

Datum 22: Bombang or Wave

In denotative meaning, dictionary describes wave as raised line of water that moves across the surface of the sea. While connotative meaning, experts describe that bombang is situation or condition that is easily to change and of course uncertain character.
Datum 23: Lappa’ or Fold

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that fold is bend one part of something back on itself. While connotative meaning, experts define lappa’ as pressing or crushing something.

Datum 24: Onjokang or Tread

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that tread is pressing or crushing something with your feet. While connotative meaning, experts define onjokang is burning off, escading or crushing something.

Datum 25: Moterang or Return

In denotative meaning, dictionary defines that return is giving, sending or putting something back. While connotative meaning, experts define moterang as something that people of makassar call ‘die or dissapear’.

2. The Reasons Why The Users of Doangang Recite Doangang in Makassar Language

After doing obvservation and interview, the researcher finds several reasons about why the users of doangang recite doangang in Makassar language, they are:

Datum 26

Amiruddin dg Rewa’ says that he recites doangang in Makassar because in the past, he does not know how to speak malay or Arabic. So, he just uses his language, especially Makassar language to understand the meaning and purpose of doangang easily.
Datum 27

Jawiyah dg Nurung says that she recites doangang in Makassar because in the past, she did not know how to speak Arabic or Bahasa. It is not similar with the researcher era.

Datum 28

Nurliah dg Ngona says that doangang is easy to understand if people use their own language. And she says, in the past, Doangang comes from her parents that use Makassar language, so she recites doangang in Makassar language.

Datum 29

Sattaria dg Sakking says that she recites doangang in Makassar language because in the past, her great grandfather is really blind about Bahasa. So, when her grandfather gets Doangang from her Great grandfather, the doangang is used in Makassar language and it just comes from mouth to mouth. That’s why, doangang is arrived to her in Makassar language.

Datum 30

Sugialang dg Sibo’ says that doangang comes from the past. And in the past, people just use Makassar language not Bahasa to read doang-doangang and communicate.

Datum 31
Based on datum 2, Longgak or high has denotative meaning is measuring a long distance from the bottom to the top. While the connotative meaning, High is arrogant but Longgak is one of Ghost in Makassar.

The structure of "high" = +long distance +top

Based on datum 3, Yukkung does not have denotative meaning from dictionary but the researcher states that Yukkung is one of creature. While the connotative meaning of Yukkung is creature who becomes a hero, and users of doangang believe that Yukkung is custodian.

The structure of "Yukkung" = +creature

Based on datum 4, armour has denotative meaning protective metal covering for the body in battle. While the connotative meaning of bajak or armour is a thing to protect in battle.

The structure of "armour" = +protect +metal

Based on datum 5, iron has denotative meaning hard strong metal. While the connotative meaning of iron or bassi is gate of armour.

The structure of "iron" = +hard +strong +metal

Based on datum 6, the denotative meaning of Custodian is person who is in charge of something. While the connotative meaning of panggala or custodian is something that is called hedge to protect something from dangerous.

Based on the data above, meaning of doangang pabongka setang has some words that use metaphor for this poem. As Wardhaugh says that connotative meaning is word that uses metaphor or poetic language.

Doangang pabongka setang has purpose throughout everything badly especially satan. This doangang

Based on the data above, meaning of doangang pabongka setang has some words that use metaphor for this poem. As Wardhaugh says that connotative meaning is word that uses metaphor or poetic language.

Hj. Supinah dg Si’na says that she recites doangang in Makassar language because she is originally of Makassar, and she says that doangang is born from Makassar not from Bugis. That’s why doangang is used in Makassar language.

B. Discussion

In this part, the researcher discusses the words of Doang-doangang which contain connotative and denotative meaning according to Leech’s theory for denotative and Wardhaugh’s theory for connotative.

1. Kinds of Connotative and Denotative Meaning

Leech says that denotative meaning is also called logical or cognitive or conceptual meaning. It is the basic propositional meaning which corresponds to the primary dictionary definition.

The structure of ‘Boy’ = + Human + Male-Adult.

Wardhaugh says the connotative meanings uses words to add further complications to any theorizing about meanings, particularly their uses in metaphoric and poetic language.

a. Doangang Pabongka Setang

Based on datum 1, satan has denotative meaning person who behaves badly. While connotative meaning, satan or setang means creature that is had by an evil.

The structure of “satan” = +person +badly
Based on datum 2, *Longgak or high* has denotative meaning is measuring a long distance from the bottom to the top. While the connotative meaning, *High* is arrogant but *Longgak* is one of Ghost in Makassar.

The structure of “high” = +long distance +top

Based on datum 3, *Yukkung* does not have denotative meaning from dictionary but the researcher states that Yukkung is one of creature. While the connotative meaning of *Yukkung* is creature who becomes a hero, and users of doangang believe that *Yukkung* is custodian.

The structure of “Yukkung”= +creature

Based on datum 4, *armour* has denotative meaning protective metal covering for the body in battle. While the connotative meaning of *bajak or armour* is a thing to protect in battle.

The structure of “armour” = +protect +metal

Based on datum 5, *iron* has denotative meaning hard strong metal. While the connotative meaning of *iron or bassi* is gate of armour.

The structure of “iron” = +hard +strong +metal

Based on datum 6, the denotative meaning of Custodian is person who is in charge of something. While the connotative meaning of *panggala or custodian* is something that is called hedge to protect something from dangerous.

Based on the data above, meaning of *doangang pabongka setang* has some words that use metaphor for this poem. As wardhaugh says that connotative meaning is word that uses metaphor or poetic language. *Doangang pabongka setang* has purpose through out everything badly especially *satan*. This doangang
has meaning about commemoration for *satan* or *longgak (gosh)* to go away. People who read this doangang will get protection from the custodian *Yukkung*. *Yukkung* is creature in that users of doangang believe that it will help from *satan* because *Yukkung* is hero who has power like *iron* and *armour*. *Yukkung* also is custodian or *hedge* of land.

**b. Doangang Punna La Naungko Ri Butta**

Based on datum 7, denotative meaning of *Land* is solid dry part of the earth’s surface and area of ground used for farming. But connotative meaning of *land* or *butta* in the script is place.

The structure of “Land” = +solid +area +for farming

Based on datum 8, *straighten* has denotative meaning as making something or becoming level, tidy, etc. While connotative meaning of *straighten* or *palewanga*’ is making petition straight or right.

The structure of “straighten” = +level +tidy

Based on datum 9, denotative meaning of *sweet* is tasted like sugar. While the connotative meaning of *sweet* or *te ne* is something better or nice.

The structure of “sweet” = +taste +sugar

Based on datum 10, *life* has connotative meaning as ability to breathe, grow, and reproduce. While *life* or *kehidupan* has connotative meaning meant money.

The structure of “life” = +breathe +grow +reproduce

Based on data above, *doangang punna la naungko ri butta* is pray that purpose to request to Allah about destiny. The meaning of script is hope to Allah
to make the life of users or reader of doangang better than the past. However, people who want to make their life better, they have to get job and from the job of course they get money. As the function of this doangang, this doangang just have to be read by people who leave home to another place to look for another life or job.

c. Doangang Punna Lattinro

Based on datum 11, from dictionary definition, denotative meaning of lie/lay is person or animal put themselves in flat. While connotative meaning of lie is perso who wants to take a rest or sleep.
The structure of “lie” = +horizontal position +sitting +standing

Based on datum 12, denotative meaning of cover is thing that is put over or on another thing, usually to protect or to decorate. But in connotative meaning, cover or kalimbu is something that is used to protect.
The structure of “cover” = +thing +put over +decorate

Based on datum 13, confession has denotative meaning is statement admitting that people have done something wrong or told your sins. While the connotative of confession or sahada is agreement by people to Allah in islam.
The structure of “confession” = +statement +telling

Based on datum 14, forty has denotative meaning 40 number. While the connotative meaning of forty or patampulo is number base on the basic number that is four or 4. Four is elements in the world that are believed by people of Makassar.
The structure of “fourty” = +number +40
Based on datum 15, denotative meaning of *sleep* is resting with your eyes closed and your mind and body not active. While the connotative meaning of *sleep* or *tinro* is your condition in flip-flop.

The structure of “sleep” = +eyes closed +body and mind not active

Based on the data above, the meaning of *doangang punna lattinro* is praying for if people want to sleep. Before users of doanganglic to sleep, they believe that if they read doangang, they will sleep well and get blessing from Allah. Users of doangang also believe that if they read the doangang, Allah will give them fourty custodian from four elements in the world to protect them of the bad thing in sleep.

d. **Doangang Punna Ambangung Tinro**

Based on datum 16, *clutch* has denotative meaning holding something tightly, especially with the hands. While the connotative meaning of *cluech* or *kangkang* is strength that is, such as motivation.

The structure of “clutch” = +hold +tightly +with hands

Based on datum 17, *wipe* has denotative meaning in dictionary rubbing a surface with a cloth. While the connotative meaning of *wipe* or *pasapu* is strength to face the world.

The structure of “wipe” = +rub surface +with hand or cloth

Based on datum 18, *face* has denotative meaning front part of the head. But the connotative meaning of *face* is opposite with meaning of denotative. The connotative meaning of *face* or *rupa* is the whole body form.

The structure of “face” = +front +part of head
Based on datum 19, Dictionary defines the denotative meaning of *pleasant* as enjoyable, pleasing or attractive. While the connotative meaning of *pleasant or salama’* is safe, happiness and blessing.

The structure of “pleasant” = +enjoyable +attractive

Based on datum 20, denotative meaning of *tread* is putting our feet down while stepping. While connotative meaning of *tread or onjo’* is blessing from Allah that people are still safe.

The structure of “tread” = +foot down +stepping

Based on the data above, the meaning of *doangang punna ambangung tinro* is pray for feeling grateful after sleeping because still waking up. *Doangang punna lattinro* is matched with *doangang ambangung tinro*, because after people sleep they will get up and wake up but sometimes after sleeping people will be dead. This doangang has strong meaning to be people who get chance to still alive or still wake up. Users of doangang will read the doangang as their thankful to Allah and also as motivation for themselves and as strength to face the world.

e. Doangang Parampa’ Nassu

Based on datum 21, the denotative meaning of *dust* is fine dry powder of earth or other matter. While the connotative meaning of *dust or limbu’bu’* is something weak and small.

The structure of “dust” = +dry powder +matter

Based on datum 22, the denotative meaning of *wave* is raised line of water that moves across the surface of the sea. While the connotative of *wave or bombang* is situation that is easy to change.
The structure of “wave” = +raised +moves across the surface

Based on datum 23, the denotative of fold is bending one part of something back on itself. While the denotative meaning of fold or lappa’ is something that people want to crush through pressing.

The structure of “fold” = +bend +back on itself

Based on datum 24, the denotative meaning of tread is pressing or crushing something with your feet. While the connotative meaning of tread or onjokang is different to the word in script doangang before. The connotative meaning of tread is the way people want to escape or burn off.

The structure of “tread” = +press +with feet

Based on datum 25, the denotative meaning of return is giving, sending or putting something back. While the connotative meaning of return or moterang is different with denotative meaning. The connotative meaning of moterang or return is something that the people of Makassar call ‘die’.

The structure of “return” = +prss +with feet

Based on the data above, doangang parampa’ nassu is the pray to make the sense of angry dissapear. The users of doangang read this doangang if they get angry to their boss or someone. The meaning of doangang says like the sense of angry, like dust is small and weak, it means that sense of angry is not strong. This doangang also says that sense of angry is just wave, it means that something that can be change time to time. The users of doangang use the doangang to press and crush the angry that users of doangang do not get angry from their boss or someone by means of doangang parampa’ nassu.
2. The Reasons Why the Users of Doangang Recite Doangang in Makassar Language

In this part, the researcher shows the reasons why the users of Doangang recite Doangang in Makassar language. Firstly, the researcher shows the reasons in table and then it will be explained more. The reasons of users doangang are shown in the following table:

Table 1.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datum 26</td>
<td>Less language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum 27</td>
<td>Language maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum 28</td>
<td>Language maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum 29</td>
<td>Language maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum 30</td>
<td>Language maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum 31</td>
<td>Language maintenance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table 1.1, the users of doangang recite doangang in Makassar language for several reasons but have same purpose. In the past, users of doangang are really blind about any language. They just use their own language to communicate with other people and Allah. As people know, pray is one of the ways to communicate with God or the creator. While, Allah knows and understands what people mean although people uses Makassar language, English or Arabic.
Users of doangang have strong reason to recite doangang in Makassar language. They use their language to maintain their culture and inheritance which are from great grandfather. Makassar society maintain their culture through reciting or conveying literary works in Makassar language. The way is very useful to introduce the literary works which are born in Makassar.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter shows the conclusion and suggestion of the research.

A. Conclusions

After the researcher has researched, observed and interviewed the users of Doang-doangang, she can draw several conclusions as follows:

1. Doang-doangang is one of the literary works in Makassar which is mentioned as old poetry. Doangang text contains 24 words that have connotative meaning and 25 words denotative meaning. Denotative meaning is real word by dictionary definition while connotative meaning is other meaning beside denotative meaning that the word of connotative uses metaphor or poetic. Doangang uses many metaphors to convey the meaning, it is known as connotative meaning. That is why doang-doangang scripts have meaningful poetry.

2. The users of doangang recite doangang in Makassar language because they want to maintain their own language. As a means to communicate with creator, and also as culture maintenance of great grandfather.

B. Suggestions

After showing some conclusions of the thesis, the writer also make several suggestions for the readers of this thesis, they are:

1. The writer suggests to the readers especially for teacher or lecturer to explain more about meaning.

2. The writer suggests to the readers especially for student to study deeply about meaning, of course in denotative and connotative meaning.
3. In general, the writer suggests to learn about connotative and denotative meaning in order to know the meaning of literary works especially local literature.

4. The writer suggests the readers of this thesis who will do the same research to learn deeply about meaning and doangang, make a better than this thesis.
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Karya


Interview Sheet

Name: Amiruddin d/b Rewa'  
Age: 51st  
Address: Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?  
Answer: Because I do not want to remove my culture. Moreover it can be removed our old tradition from our great grandparents.

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?  
Answer: Because in the past, we have not known how to speak Malay or Arabic yet. So, we just use our language, especially Makassar language to understand the meaning and purpose doangang easily.
Interview sheet

Name : Amiruddin dg Rewa’

Age : 51st

Adress : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?

(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because I do not want to remove my culture. Moreover it can be removed our old tradition from our great grandparents.

(Karena saya tidak mau menghilangkan kebudayaan saya apalagi itu bisa menghapuskan adat istiadat dari leluhur).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?

(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because in the past, we have not known how to speak malay or arabic yet. So, we just use our language, especially Makassar language to understand the meaning and purpose doangang easily.

(Karena pada zaman dahulu, kita masih belum bisa berbicara melayu atau arab. Jadi, kita hanya menggunakan bahasa kita yaitu bahasa makassar untuk lebih gampang mengerti dan mengetahui makna dan tujuan doangang tersebut).
Interview sheet

Name : Jawiyah dg Nurung

Age  : 79th

Adress : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?

(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because I still want to be protected by Allah. Eventhough, I have been old, I can still get disturbance from the satan.

(Karena saya masih ingin di lindungi oleh Allah. Walaupun saya sudah tua, saya masih bisa saja mendapatkan gangguan dari setan).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?

(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because in the past, we did not know how to speak Arabic or Bahasa. It is not similiar with your era.

(Karena pada zaman dahulu, kita tidak tahu berbahasa arab ataupun Indonesia. Tidak samadengan zamanmu yang sekarang)
Interview sheet

Name : Nurliah dg Ngona
Age  : 61st
Adress : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doanggang?
(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because sometimes I did not know the pray of Qur’an. So, I use doanggang for praying.
(Karena terkadang saya tidak tahu doa dari al-qur’an. Itulah mengapa saya kadang masih memakai doangang untuk berdoa).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?
(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because it is easy to understand if we use our language. And in the past, Doangang came from our parents who use Makassar language.
(Karena jika memakai bahasa sendiri lebih mudah untuk kita mengerti. Dan dahulu kala, Doangang datang dari orang tua kita yang menggunakan bahasa Makassar).
Interview sheet

Name : Sattaria dg Sakking
Age : 62nd
Adress : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?

(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because I Actually believe the culture from my great grandfathers because in previous era until now they still use doangang and in fact doangang protects us. Beside that, my doangang is deliverd to Allah because I request to Allah.

(Karena sebenarnya saya percaya dengan budaya nenek moyang yang dari zaman dahulu hingga sekarang masih menggunakan doangang dan terbukti bahwa doangang dapat melindungi kami. Di samping itu, doaku ku tujukan untuk Allah karena saya meminta kepada-Nya).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?

(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because in the past, my great grandfather is really blind about Bahasa. So, when my grandfather gets Doangang from my Great grandfather, the doangang is used in Makassar language and it just comes from mouth to mouth. That’s why, doangang is arrived to me in Makassar language.
(Karena pada zaman dahulu, nenek moyang saya sangat buta akan Bahasa Indonesia. Jadi, ketika kakek saya mendapatkan doangang dari nenekmoyang saya, doangang tersebut berbahasa Makassar dan itu di dapatkan dari mulut ke mulut saja. Itulah mengapa, doangang tersebut sampai ke saya dengan bahasa Makassar.)
Name : Hj. Supinah dg Sibo’

Age : 68th

Adress : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?

(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because I am afraid in the road. Therefore I use doangang to protect me, because there are many accidents that I heard.

(karena saya takut di perjalanan. Itulah mengapa saya menggunakan doangang, ya untuk melindungi saya dari insiden kecelakaan yg saya sudah dengar).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?

(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because it is comes from the past. And in the past people just use Makassar language not Bahasa.

(Karena doangang datangnya pada zaman dahulu. Dan pada zaman dahulu, orang-orang hanya menggunakan bahasa makassar bukan bahasa Indonesia).
Interview sheet

Name : Hj. Supinah dg Si’na

Age : 60th

Address : Takalar

(1) Why do you still use doangang?

(Kenapa anda masih memakai doangang?)

Answer: Because doangang gives benefaction to us and as protector.

(karena doangang dapat memberikan kebajikan kepada kita dan doangang juga sebagai pelindung).

(2) Why do you recite doang-doangang in Makassar language?

(Kenapa anda menyampaikannya dengan bahasa Makassar?)

Answer: Because we are originally of Makassar, and doangang was born from Makassar not from Bugis. That’s why doangang uses in Makassar language.

(Karena kita adalah orang asli makassar, dan doangang berasal dan lahir di Makassar bukan di bugis. Itulah mengapa doangang berbahasa Makassar).
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